
09:00  → 09:20 Welcome, Purpose of the Workshop

Physics Meets Blockchain - 1st Discussion Workshop



Current situation in Japan and Asia region: Blockcahin is mainly for FinTech. In the 
social implementation of the blockchain, and efforts in non-financial fields like those 
in Estonia and Switzerland are not progressing.



Under these circumstances, Sivira and the ISI-Dentsu cooperated and tried social 
experiments that implemented blockchain to prove the value of vegetables of Aya 
town, Miyazaki prefecture in Japan and got a great response.



We forecast that value evaluation method will be shifted from price index to 
credibility level in future.



And we are aiming to develop a method of assessing the value using 
visualizing method such as a diagram, easy to understand the value of  

each product. 



With the generalization of quantum computers, the era will shift from the “skills” 

to “quantity”.




The reason why I came here today is that after 20 years from now when the quantum 
computers will be popularized in general, the following question would be arised. !
That is whether "communication and storage" in the quantum network can not be 

quantized. !



I thought that weak points could be compensated by blockchain and started

a conceptual discussion with Dr. Fujii and some other specialists in Japan last year, 

then, I have a session at/with CERN IdeaSquare in December, 2017.  



Where should we hold meetings to expand human knowledge?!
It is necessary to open it in a neutral, many countries participate place here in CERN.



In order to think comprehensively as an ecosystem of 20 year ahead, 

it is also necessary to consider together the quantum computer as “the future social 
infrastructure” and the way of not only products but human resource evaluation as 

“software”. 



Physics Meets Blockchain - 1st Discussion Workshop

14:55  → 15:25 
Proposal for an open, informal discussion forum on physics,  

blockchain and QC



We forecast that value evaluation method will be shifted from price index to 
credibility level in future.



And we are aiming to develop a method of assessing the value using 
visualizing method such as a diagram, easy to understand the value of each 

product.



With the generalization of quantum computers, the era will shift from the 
“skills” to “quantity”.



In order to think comprehensively as an ecosystem of 20 year ahead, it is 
necessary to consider together the quantum computer as “the future social 
infrastructure” and the way of human resource evaluation as “software”.



The trust of each person should be judged by ethical activity history of their 
lifelog based on how much ethical token each has on their blockchain.



The Internet started from WWW at CERN. 
We have since expanded the Internet. 

Now is the moment for the new world called Quantum net here in CERN.



Let's start the essential discussion necessary for the next generation. 
That is, let's open the science and technology communication for future.  
It’s like the Davos meeting for the science and technology perspective.



Where should we hold the meeting?

It is necessary to open it in a neutral country where many countries can participate 

such as here in CERN.




Thank you for gathering today.!
Let's say that human has entered a new era from this workshop.



Today, I would like to talk about "QC - Blockchain as an ecosystem" by referring a war 
avoidance system created by Japanese samurai, Oda Nobunaga, around 1575.



It’s about 400 years ago from now. “The samurai, the king, of each state” focused on 
“how to expand their own state", and battled neighboring countries. In this period, 

conflicts thus remained constantly.




Nobunaga, one of the samurais, thought "How to create a peaceful era", rather than 
adapting military tactic such as "horse ride training" and "mastering the arts of 

sward", he conceived a vision to prioritize the construction of an ecosystem that is 
free from war.




Nobunaga, although inferior fighting capability, destroyed his enemy, Takeda army 
which was most proud of its military force in Japan at the era. Nobunaga won with 

3000 guns. That is the battle of Nagashino. Japanese people probably all know about 
this.



Guns were indeed game changers of those days.



Even Japanese people say the victory of Nobunaga was from the guns, game 
changer technology. However, I have learned that the reason of his victory is not that 
simple. Because even the Takeda who knew the power of gun, lost the war.



Nobunaga stared questioning  "why do the kings start war?" and considering how to 
go beyond from the grid of “economy that seek and claim finite resource”. It is the 

ecosystem consisting of depriving lands, controlling farmers living in that place.  
Thereby national strength was judged by the amount of rice. He tried to change this 

system. 


https://eow.alc.co.jp/search?q=finite&ref=awlj
https://eow.a


The rice is a source of credit at that time as equal as currency. Even in modern times, 
it is true. By the other hand, traceability can not be exchanged. Is there something to 

evaluate it?




Towards the construction of an ecosystem where war does not occur, the first thing he 
did was to put a vision.



His vision called ‘Ten-ka-Fu-bu’ is that a peaceful world will come by shifting way of 
class evaluation method for samurais from rice to credibility.!

!

As you know, Facebook and Google have a similar vision.!
!

Vision, the vision that I want to share with you today at this workshop is to appeal the 
importance of software of quantum computer and blockchain platform.!

Peaceful world by Nobunaga, Open world by Facebook, Easy data access by Google

Ten-!
ka-!
Fu-!
bu



Let me refrain Nobunaga’s questioning  "why do the kings start war?" and he find out  
the reason. He changed the old ecosystem by adopting a new way of scaling	method 
and accelerate business based on flat relationship of people without any privileged 
classes at the market. He called the new system as Raku-ichi-Raku-za. The most 

important thing is that Nobunaga made a questioning first. So I think on our 
discussion for the QC and Blockchain, questioning training is very important.  

Raku-ichi-Raku-za



It is said that the source of innovation is always a combination of existing knowledge 
and another existing knowledge.



Recently, Blockchain is becoming a fashionable word.

It is said that blockchain is similar to the Internet revolution and sometimes 

considered as being almost destructive technology.



Looking back on the history of socialization of the Internet, it is pointed out that the 
current situation of the blockchain is only the dawn of the latter half of the 1980s.




In 2017, when a large number of ICO (Initial Coin Offering) projects gathered 
enormous amounts of business funds, blockchain attracted new attention. And there 
are many problems surrounding blockchain, not just technical aspects, are emerging.



Just as the Internet has pioneered initiatives to communicate from the central 
organization (such as AT&T and NTT) to the general public, blockchain has the 

potential to open the initiative of centralized mechanisms and services established by 
accumulating data to the general public.



That is why not only Silicon Valley but also innovators all over the world are paying 
attention.!



However, looking back on the history of the Internet, the movement of the blockchain 
is evolving too quickly. Commercialization of the Internet was made more than 20 
years since the beginning, the fact that SNS such as LinkedIn started in earnest is 

more than 10 years after the commercialization of the Internet.



It takes time to accumulate technology to reach innovation. The bustle over the 
current blockchain is skipping that process. 


It looks iike an Internet bubble of about 2000.



The Internet was considered to be redundant and not to be scaled (scaled up)  
compared with ATM (asynchronous communication mode) which had already 

introduced at that time as a tool of communication.



However, those who had faith in the possibility of democratization of the innovation 
that the Internet could bring have in fact solved technical problems. 



Do not you think that the blockchain would follow the same path? 

Many of the activities involving the current blockchain system do not understand 


truly the intrinsic value of the blockchain. A lot of things move with priority on 
business and monetary interests.



It is highly likely that the same thing as Internet bubble will occur. We need to 
understand the essential core of the blockchain and understand what challenges we 

must face in order to fulfill it. This is a lesson of history when looking back on 
development and diffusion of the Internet.



How about a quantum computer?

Quantum computers also have a lot of mistaken recognition. The same thing 


can be said by replacing the word "blockchain" described on the previous slides to 
"Quantum computers”. 



In other words, the word ”Quantum computers“ itself is stepped ahead. it is better to 
think that it will take another 20 years for the word quantum computer is truly 

understood. Like the blockchain, we need thus to start a discussion with a view of 
the era ahead.



In 20 years and even today, I have convinced that we have to focus on the gate 
system of quantum computers(QC) as one of the future standards. 



Let me bring Dr. Fujii from Kyoto Univ., one of the most advanced researcher of 

the gate system in Japan. Also, from Univ. of Tsukuba, and a partner of my Open 
Innovation Lab. ISI-Dentsu, assuming the cooperation with AI, Dr. Yoichi Ochiai.

Both are genuine truth-pursuiters without being swept away by fashion trends. 



I would like to name this meeting as TU. It stands for Table Unstable.

http://www.homedosh.com/la-spheerique-a-coffee-table-that-looks-unstable/



I would like to continue international discussions with all the volunteers in this 

venue, nurture young people and contribute to the expansion of human 


knowledge. It will be on a skype for a while, but is Miyazu city the next opportunity to 
host the physical workshop? The place is good anywhere. Let's continue.



In the era when quantum computers and blockchain become generalized, they 

must work mutually and will offer us viewpoints necessary for the era.



In Japan, we missed the game change brought by the Internet and software and we 
were left behind. Considering that, it will depend on whether we will survive this era 

or not, whether to face the essence and challenges of QC and blockchain. 



We will create a new scientific culture. TU will start for that. !
At the TU, I also want to value young people who will be in the next era. !

Everyone at CERN who has Einstein Street, I think you will understand its importance.



It is commonly said that innovation is necessary for expansion of human knowledge.

 In economics, innovation are often born by an encounter between existing 

technologies in specific areas and existing contexts in other fields.



Researchers from Japan invited to this place today, and blockchain experts are top 
brands who have named themselves in that field. Crossing industries across such 

sectors, create a place to interconnect. And let's make a future scenario through this 
conference. Table Unstable that makes the young people who will bear our future 

excited. Initially it might be an SF movie scenario. It may be a comic book. 



Which is important is that doing outreach activities to attract young people to science, 
not for the purpose of research, nor for the business development. Based on such 

theme setting, we are seeking participants.



# What is TU 
  【場(Place)】 
̶  "Collaboration Places" where world class researchers collaborate and stimulate 
intellectual chemical reactions. 
̶  "Outreach" of delivering conversation and research results, evaluation and 
branding especially for young people by cutting edged way of media communication. 
̶  "Field" such as ICO, DAO that can collect funds in fundamental research 
̶  "An Open Innovation Place" where research information can be shared and 
intellectual property can be managed correctly. 
̶  TU is a Place" where new common sense of "people" "money" “information" and 
"evaluation" will be built in the field of  fundamental research and where  the 
problems which are not yet solved with the existing world structure will be solved by 
science and technology.



please join.


